ADDENDUM #1

DATE: November 29, 2022

TO: Prospective Proposers

RE: Addendum #1
Selection of a Vendor to Provide Fiber Ethernet Circuits
Tyler Junior College
RFP No: J2120-23-03

NOTICE TO PROPOSERS:

This Addendum forms a part of the Notice to Bidders. **Acknowledge receipt of this Addendum in the Proposal/Quote.** Failure to do so may subject Proposer to disqualification.

QUESTION #1:  At what address or data center in Tyler do you want each of the 4 Edge locations you have listed (TJC Lindale, TJC Jacksonville, TJC Rusk, and the Family Learning Center) to connect back to?

ANSWER: They will all connect back at the north end of White Administration Services Center, 1390 S. Baxter.

QUESTION #2:  1 GIG optical or copper handoff at Edge location?

ANSWER: 1 GIG optical.

QUESTION #3:  1 GIG optical or copper handoffs at data center in Tyler?

ANSWER: 1 GIG optical.

QUESTION #4:  Will you please verify the Z location for the four 1-Gb point-to-point circuits? Will they all terminate at 1327 S. Baxter, Tyler 75701?

ANSWER: They will all connect back to the north end of White Administration Services Center, 1390 S. Baxter.
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